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STATISTICAL INfORMATION PROVIDED bY THE ALbERTA 
ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION bOARD AS Of 
JUNE 2010



(Thousands of barrels/day)

Alberta Rest of Canada U.S. Exports Offshore Total Total Disposition

458 351 1,368 79 2,256

Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board

Deliveries of Crude Oil (2010)

Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board

Oil Sands and Conventional Oil
• In 2010, Alberta produced 459,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) of 

conventional light, medium and heavy crude.

• Conventional remaining established oil reserves are estimated 
to be approximately 1.5 billion barrels.

• Alberta’s conventional crude oil production (not including oil 
sands, and pentanes and condensates) represented 24 per 
cent of the province’s total crude and equivalent production  
and 17 per cent of Canada’s total crude and equivalent 
production.

• Alberta’s oil sands offer an attractive, responsible and 
sustainable energy development opportunity.

• Alberta’s oil sands reserve is considered to be one of the 
largest in the world, containing 1.8 trillion barrels of bitumen 
initially in-place. Of this total, 169 billion barrels are considered 
to be remaining established reserves, recoverable using current 
technology and under present anticipated economic conditions. 
To date, a little more than four per cent of the initial established 
resource has been produced.

• In 2010, total crude bitumen production in Alberta was about 
1.6 million bbl/d.

• Of the total crude bitumen production in 2010, 1,468,900 bbl/d 
was marketable oil sands production, consisting of marketable 
bitumen and synthetic crude oil. This represented about 72 per 
cent of Alberta’s – and 52 per cent of Canada’s – total crude oil 
and equivalent production.

• According to the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
(CAPP), in 2010 producers invested an estimated $13 billion in 
the oil sands.

• Deliveries of Alberta’s total crude oil in 2010 were as follows:

 · 61 per cent to the United States
 · 20 per cent within Alberta
 · 15.5 per cent to the rest of Canada
 · 3.5 per cent offshore

Crude Oil Reserves (2010)
Oil Sands* Conventional

(Billion Barrels)

Initial Volume In-Place 1,804 70.8

Initial Established 177 17.8

Cumulative Production 7.5 16.3

Remaining Established 169 1.5

Initial Ultimate Potential (recoverable) 315 19.7

Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board
*  Oil sands consist of a mixture of sand, clay, water, and bitumen, which, in its natural 

state, is not commercially recoverable through a well.

Total Crude Oil and Equivalent Production
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Production of Natural Gas Liquids

Petrochemicals 
• Alberta is Canada’s leading producer of petrochemicals. 

Located primarily in Joffre and Fort Saskatchewan, 
petrochemical production is one of the largest manufacturing 
industries in the province. It features four ethane-cracking 
plants, including two of the world’s largest, with combined 
annual capacity to produce 8.6 billion pounds of ethylene.

• Petrochemicals are a valuable offshoot industry from Alberta’s 
primarily resource-based economy. Petrochemicals are a 
refined product, taking natural resources and moving them up 
the value-chain before exporting them.

• Recently the Government of Alberta amended the 
Incremental Ethane Extraction Program (IEEP) to encourage 
greater production of ethane (a natural gas liquid and key 
petrochemical feedstock) that can be extracted from natural 
gas and gases produced as a by-product of bitumen upgrading 
and refining.

• Alberta has about 8.6 billion pounds per year of installed 
ethylene production capacity.

• In 2010, Alberta’s petrochemical and chemical industry 
produced products valued at over $10.5 billion.

• Alberta exported about $6.2 billion worth of petrochemical/
chemicals in 2010.

• Over $10 billion dollars has been invested in Alberta’s 
petrochemical industry from 1974 to 2010, resulting in 
increased production capacity of ethylene, polyethylene, 
ethylene glycol, linear alpha olefins and acetic acid.

Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board



Natural Gas
• Alberta has a large natural gas resource base, with remaining 

estimated established reserves of 39 trillion cubic feet (Tcf).

•  In 2010, Alberta produced 4.1 Tcf of marketable natural gas, 
including production of approximately 3.8 Tcf from conventional 
sources and 0.3 Tcf from unconventional sources (CMB). 

• Alberta’s non-conventional natural gas resources include 
coalbed methane, tight gas (natural gas trapped in low-
permeability sedimentary rocks such as sandstone or 
limestone), and shale gas (trapped in shale rock).

Coal
• In 2010, marketable coal deliveries of coal in Alberta were 

31.8 megatonnes (Mt.)  Sub-bituminous coal accounted for 
24.2 Mt, Bituminous Metallurgical for 3.2 Mt, and Bituminous 
Thermal for 4.4 Mt.

• The province has remaining established reserves of  
33.3 gigatonnes (Gt), with indications there is a resource of 
more than 2,000 Gt of coal in-place, underlying the Province.

• Technologies, such as coal gasification, coal liquefaction, 
carbon dioxide storage and sequestration, have the potential 
to allow Alberta to utilize its coal with near-zero, possibly even 
zero emissions into the atmosphere in the future.

Minerals 
• As of the end of December 2010, there were 1,277 mineral 

permits in good standing, encompassing about 8.7 million 
hectares where mineral exploration rights had been granted 
within Alberta.

• The search for diamonds and base metals continued to 
dominate mineral exploration expenditures in Alberta.  
Exploration for diamonds continued in central Alberta  
while base metal exploration was focussed in central and  
northern Alberta.

• Other mineral commodities sought included precious metals, 
uranium, ferrous metals and industrial minerals, including 
limestone, crushed stone, sulphur, salt, silica, building stone, 
clay products, gem stones such as ammonite shell, titanium 
bearing minerals and zircon.

• Alberta’s coalbed methane resource is estimated to contain up 
to 500 Tcf of natural gas. A large-scale resource assessment 
of shale gas potential in Alberta by the ERCB is underway. 
It is anticipated that the resource potential of some of the 
formations will be completed in 2012.

• Disposition of Alberta’s natural gas production in 2010  
was approximately:
 · 45 per cent to the United States
 · 29 per cent within Alberta
 · 26 per cent to rest of Canada     

* Totals do not add up due to rounding

Deliveries of Marketable Natural Gas 

(Billion cubic feet per year)

Alberta Rest of Canada U.S. Exports Total Disposition

1,134 1,037 1,750 3,921

Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board

Natural Gas Reserves (2010)
Trillions of Cubic Feet

Initial Volume In-Place 338

Initial Established 189

Cumulative Production 150

Remaining Established 39

Ultimate Potential (recoverable) 223

Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board

Marketable Natural Gas Production
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Energy Sector Highlights
• In 2010, 9,492 oil and gas wells were completed in Alberta  

(70 per cent of all Canadian oil and gas wells completed).

• In 2010, an estimated $10 billion was invested in Alberta’s 
conventional oil and gas sector, and an estimated $13 billion 
was invested in oil sands. From 1999 to 2009, the combined 
oil, gas and oil sands capital expenditures in Alberta were an 
estimated $278 billion. Investment in Alberta oil sands has 
increased from $1.7 billion in 1997 to an estimated $13 billion  
in 2010.

• The Alberta “hub” includes 392,608 kilometres of pipeline that 
deliver oil and gas to markets in Canada and the U.S.

• Current upgrading capacity in Alberta is approximately  
1.3 million bbl/d of bitumen. In 2010, synthetic crude oil (SCO) 
production reached 795 thousand bbl/d.

Alberta’s Electric System:
Generation and Transmission

Electricity
• Alberta’s competitive energy market has encouraged 

development of new generation. The marketplace is now 
better able to respond to growing demand by allowing any 
participant the opportunity to build new generation capacity.

• Investor confidence in Alberta’s competitive electricity market 
has resulted in over 6,400 megawatts (MW) of new electricity 
generating capacity since 1998.

• In 2010, there was a net addition of 74 MW increased 
generation capacity to 13,071 MW of which, 16 per cent was 
produced from renewable sources.

• In 2010, the average annual demand was 8,188 MW, an 
increase of 208 MW over 2009. The peak demand in 2010 was 
10,196 MW which was 40 MW lower than in 2009. The peak 
demand for electricity in Alberta typically occurs in winter and 
variation in weather pattern is a significant factor behind the 
change in the peak demand.

• Across all fuel types, in 2010 there was 3,966 MW of 
cogeneration (30% of the total generation capacity) compared 
to 883 MW in 1998 (10% of the total generation capacity).  
Cogeneration makes more efficient use of the input fuel by 
creating both electricity and steam/heat for industrial process.

Electricity Generation Sources
2009 2010

Generating Capacity (MW)*

Coal 5,971 5,735

Natural Gas 5139 5,217

Renewables (hydro, wind, biomass) 1,814 2,045

Waste Heat 62 62

Fuel Oil 10 12

Total 12,997 13,071

*   Compiled by Alberta Energy based on the Energy Resources Conservation Board,  
Alberta Electric System Operator and industry information.

Saskatchewan Tie

BC Tie

Natural Gas

Cogeneration

Hydro

Wind

Coal

Biomass

• Approximately 58 per cent of oil sands production is currently 
upgraded to synthetic crude oil within Alberta.

• According to the Energy Resources Conservation Board 
(ERCB) (Alberta’s Reserves 2010 and Supply/Demand Outlook 
2011-2020), total crude bitumen production will reach about 
3.5 million bbl/d by 2020.

• In the 2010/11 fiscal year, Alberta’s net non-renewable resource 
revenues totalled $8.428 billion, accounting for 21.7 per cent of 
total Government of Alberta revenue.
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Source: Energy Resources Conservation Board and Alberta Geological Survey


